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This paper presents a novel formal semantics, mechanized in Coq, for a large, sequential subset of the LLVM IR. In contrast to previous approaches, which use relationally-specified operational semantics, this new semantics is based on monadic interpretation of interaction trees, a structure that provides a more compositional approach to defining language semantics while retaining the ability to extract an executable interpreter. Our semantics handles many of the LLVM IR’s non-trivial language features and is constructed modularly in terms of event handlers, including those that deal with nondeterminism in the specification. We show how this semantics admits compositional reasoning principles derived from the interaction trees equational theory of weak bisimulation, which we extend here to better deal with nondeterminism, and we use them to prove that the extracted reference interpreter faithfully refines the semantic model. We validate the correctness of the semantics by evaluating it on unit tests and LLVM IR programs generated by HELIX.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The CompCert [Leroy 2009] C compiler was pivotal to the history of verified compilation, paving the way to large-scale software verification of real-world programming languages [Ringer et al. 2019]. Its introduction provided the backbone for a variety of innovative technologies [Appel 2011; Barthe et al. 2020; Gu et al. 2016; Ševčík et al. 2013; Song et al. 2019] and energized similar verification efforts for other programming languages [Bodin et al. 2014; Jung et al. 2017; Kumar et al. 2014; Zhao et al. 2012].

Most of these projects define the semantics of the programming language using relationally-specified transition systems given by small-step operational semantics. Roughly speaking, such
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semantics are defined by a predicate \( \text{step} : \text{config} \rightarrow \text{config} \rightarrow \mathbb{P} \), where \( \mathbb{P} \) is the type of propositions and \( \text{step} \ c_1 \ c_2 \) means that configuration \( c_1 \) can transition to configuration \( c_2 \). Importantly, the relationship between \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) is typically *not* expressed as a function that computes \( c_2 \) from \( c_1 \), so this relation isn’t “executable” in the sense that there is no way to extract code that would implement this step behavior. To say how a program evolves over time, one needs to consider many small steps: \( \text{step} \ c_1 \ c_2 \) then \( \text{step} \ c_2 \ c_3 \), etc., to finally halt at some configuration or go on stepping forever. From a proof-technique standpoint, these approaches often rely on (backward) simulations that connect the behavior of one \( \text{step} \) relation to another relation \( \text{step}' \), which requires carefully crafting elementary simulation diagrams and stitching them together co-inductively to obtain termination-sensitive results.

These techniques have had widespread success; however, they also have some drawbacks. First, they often lack *compositionality*: the desired small-step operational semantics is not usually definable purely by induction on syntax. Second, and relatedly, they often lack *modularity*: side effects of the language become reified in the step relation, often leading to additional components such as program counters, heaps, or pieces of program text that are needed to define the relation but complicate the invariants needed to reason about it. Finally, because a relational model is not *executable*, it is difficult to test the language semantics during its development, which is a useful way to validate the model’s correctness. Lack of executability also precludes the use of tools like QuickChick [Lampropoulos and Pierce 2018]. An alternative is to write painstakingly hand-crafted interpreters—CompCert [Leroy 2009], Vellvm [Zhao et al. 2012], and JSCert [Bodin et al. 2014] went to significant lengths in this regard—but that incurs the additional burden of proving (and maintaining) the correspondence between the operational semantics and the interpreter.

Compositionality, modularity, and executability are critical to ease the design, development, and upkeep of a formal language semantics, especially for large “real world” languages whose features are complex and evolving over time. In this paper, we demonstrate how to achieve these properties simultaneously and at scale: we formalize in Coq a large and expressive subset of the sequential portion of the LLVM. To do so, we draw on classic ideas about how to structure monadic interpreters [Steele 1994] and make heavy use of interaction trees [Xia et al. 2020], a recent Coq formalism that provides (1) expressive monadic combinators for defining compositional semantics, (2) effect handlers for the modular interpretation of effectful programs, and (3) a coinductive implementation that can be extracted into an executable definitional interpreter. These features allow for a strong separation of concerns: each syntactic sub-component can be given a self-contained meaning, and each effect of the language can be defined in isolation via an effect handler.

Moving away from traditional small-step operational semantics to an ITrees-based semantics not only simplifies the language definition, but also allows us to explore alternative means of proving compiler and optimization correctness properties. In particular, ITrees support a rich theory of refinement that facilitates relational reasoning proofs, much in the style of Maillard et al.’s Dijkstra monads [Maillard et al. 2020], Swierstra and Baanen’s predicate transformers [Swierstra and Baanen 2019] or Benton’s relational Hoare logic [Benton 2004], letting us prove program equivalences largely by induction and elementary rewriting. Though some of the relevant theory was presented in the paper by Xia et al. [Xia et al. 2020], nondeterminism in the LLVM IR prompted us to develop new machinery for working with “propositional interpreters,” a key ingredient needed to establish the proof of adequacy of the extracted interpreter.

We focus on the LLVM framework [Lattner and Adve 2004] because it is an attractive target for formal verification: it is a widely used, industrial-strength codebase; its intermediate representation (IR) provides a comparatively small and reasonably well-defined core language; and many of its analyses, program transformations, and optimizations, operate entirely at the level of the LLVM IR itself. Since the LLVM ecosystem supports many source languages and target platforms, it is a
natural fulcrum to amplify the impact of formal modeling and verification efforts. Moreover, there is ample existing work that aims to build formal semantics for (oftentimes just parts of) the LLVM IR. Notable examples include the Vellvm [Zhao et al. 2012, 2013], Alive [Lopes et al. 2015; Menendez and Nagarakatte 2017], Crellvm [Kang et al. 2018], and K-LLVM [Li and Gunter 2020] projects, as well as attempts to characterize LLVM’s undefined behaviors [Lee et al. 2017], its concurrency semantics [Chakraborty and Vafeiadis 2017], and memory models [Kang et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2018]. As witnessed by research activity surrounding it, LLVM IR’s semantics isn’t straightforward to specify, or even necessarily well-defined. Features like poison, undef, and integer-pointer casts, are complicated to model independently, and even more so together. We believe LLVM IR’s complexities make it all the more important to formalize. While the semantics we present here is not the final word on the subject—most notably, the current memory model is not adequate for justifying some useful LLVM IR optimizations—we believe that we have developed the semantic ingredients needed to (eventually) define a “complete” model. Moreover, the emphasis we have put into the modularity of our semantics shall allow us to improve its quality over time to better approach (and react to changes in) “the” LLVM IR semantics.

The new VIR (Verified IR) development described here aims to fill the same niche as Vellvm, sharing that project’s goal of being a platform for verified LLVM optimizations and compilers, but incorporating the insights of the works mentioned above and built using modern proof engineering-techniques—in particular, ITree-based monadic semantics form its core specification technology. While the work by Xia, et al. demonstrated ITrees in a “toy” setting, here we aim to use them at scale—our treatment of LLVM’s phi-nodes, mutually recursive functions, undef values, pointers, and other rich data types is all new in comparison. As such, our results also provide a novel and useful recipe for how to formalize large, complicated language semantics in theorem provers based on dependent type theory. In summary, this paper makes several contributions:

**VIR Design.** We present VIR, a compositional, modular and executable formal semantics in Coq for a realistic sequential subset of LLVM IR. The semantics exhibits a principled structure, easing its development. VIR’s syntax is structurally represented as interaction trees that distinguish different effects: local environment, stack, global identifiers, memory model, nondeterminism, external function calls, etc. These effects are implemented by independent event handlers in the style of algebraic effects [Plotkin and Power 2003] and composed together with no additional syntax. We give a novel semantic model that is defined in terms of a fully “propositional” specification to capture the nondeterministic quirks of the language, but we also implement an executable reference interpreter that shares almost all of the code with the propositional semantics. Sections 2–4 describe this design, introducing the requisite background about ITrees along the way.

**Metatheory.** We demonstrate how the compositional semantics gives rise to a primitive, but very expressive relational proof method, enabling termination-sensitive refinements of programs to be established without the use of explicit simulation diagrams or coinduction. The model justifies a definition of “correct program transformation” that can be proved at different levels of abstraction, leveraging the modularity of the semantics. In particular, programs that do not involve non-deterministic features can be reasoned about from the perspective of a deterministic semantics. This general-purpose proof infrastructure—many of our metatheoretic results apply to interaction tree semantics broadly and are not specific to VIR—also lets us prove the correctness of the VIR executable interpreter with respect to the model almost for free. Section 5 covers these results.

**VIR Validation.** We validate VIR in two ways: First, Section 6 describes HELIX [Zaliva et al. 2020], a verified compiler that targets VIR. This case study that demonstrates the utility of VIR, and our metatheory, for proving compiler correctness results. Second, the use of I Trees allows us
to extract an executable interpreter that can be used to experiment with the VIR semantics and, invaluably, cross-validate against LLVM IR implementations. We compare the semantics against the expected LLVM IR behaviors over a suite of more than 140 test cases. This interpreter is also used for properties-based testing with QuickChick, where we randomly generate simple programs to validate our interpreter against other LLVM IR implementations. For larger end-to-end tests, we also run code generated by HELIX. Section 7 describes these experiments.

As alluded to above, there is a large body of prior work from which we draw inspiration. Section 8 compares our approach to the closest.

2 VIR: A FORMALIZATION OF LLVM IR

The primary focus of this paper is the use of monadic interpretation of interaction trees to define and reason about a compositional, modular, and executable semantics for a “real-world” programming language as exemplified by LLVM IR. Our formal development1 covers most features of the core sequential fragment of LLVM IR 11.0.0 as per its informal specification2, including: the basic operations on 1-, 8-, 32-, and 64-bit integers, Doubles, Floats, structs, arrays, pointers, and casts; undef and poison; SSA-structured control-flow-graphs, global data, mutually-recursive functions, and support for intrinsics. The main features that are currently unsupported are: some block terminators (switch, resume, indirect branching, invoke), the landing_pad and va_arg instructions, architecture-specific floats and opaque types. The list of supported intrinsics is small, but user-extensible. From a semantics perspective, the main limitation of VIR has to do with the interaction between undefined values and the memory model: our implementation is sound, but prohibits the verification of some LLVM IR optimizations. See the discussions in Section 4.3 and 8 for more about these considerations.

For expository purposes, we restrict our presentation to a representative subset of VIR.

2.1 Syntax

VIR’s syntax is shown on Figure 1. At the top-level, a VIR program is a mutually recursive $\text{cfg} (\text{mcfg})$ defined as a set of mutually recursive functions. Each function is a single control-flow-graph ($\text{cfg}$), which is a record that holds a name, formal variables binding its arguments, a block identifier as its entry point, and a list of blocks as its operational content.

$$
\tau ::= \text{id} \mid \text{term} \mid \text{instr} \mid \text{exp} \mid \text{phi} \\
\text{id}, \text{bid} ::= \text{string} \\
\text{exp} ::= \text{id} \mid \%\text{id} \mid \text{i64} \mid \text{i1} \mid \text{undef}_\tau \mid \text{exp} \circ \text{exp} \\
\text{instr} ::= \text{exp} \mid \text{call} (\text{exp}, \text{list}\text{exp}) \mid \text{alloca} (\tau) \\
\text{term} ::= \text{branch} (\text{exp}, \text{bid}, \text{bid}) \mid \text{return} (\text{exp}) \mid \ldots \\
\text{phi} ::= \Phi (\text{list} (\text{bid}, \text{exp})) \\
\text{block} ::= \{\text{entry}: \text{bid}; \text{phis}: \text{list} (\text{id}, \text{phi}); \text{code}: \text{list} (\text{id}, \text{instr}); \text{term}: \text{term}\} \\
\text{cfg} ::= \{\text{name}: \text{id}; \text{args}: \text{list} \text{bid}; \text{entry}: \text{id}; \text{body}: \text{list} \text{block}\} \\
\text{mcfg} ::= \text{mrec} (\text{cfg}, \ldots, \text{cfg})$

Fig. 1. A minimal subset of VIR’s syntax

---

1Available at https://github.com/vellvm/vellvm
2https://llvm.org/docs/LangRef.html
Blocks are records holding an entry label, $\Phi$–nodes, a list of instructions, and a terminator. The $\Phi$–nodes are used to maintain SSA form [Cytron et al. 1991], dynamically assigning different values to a variable depending on the identity of the predecessor block in the control flow. The code field contains a list of instructions ($\text{instr}$) paired with registers ($\text{id}$) destined to receive the value computed by the associated instruction. The code is set in a three-address-style format and intended to be executed sequentially after the $\Phi$–nodes are set. The instructions we consider here are the evaluation of expressions, function calls, and memory operations such as allocation, loads, and stores. Finally, a terminator determines how the control flow should continue after a block. We include conditional branches and return statements as terminators.

We consider a subset of expressions ($\text{exp}$) supported by VIR: global (@$i$) and local ($\%i$) identifiers, 64-bit integers, 1-bit integers, basic arithmetic operators (ranged over by $\text{op}$), and “get element pointer” (GEP) operations, used to access components in array-like data structures. As a consequence, VIR types $\tau$ include: $\text{i64}$, $\text{i1}$, arrays $[\tau]$, and pointers $\tau^*$.  

### 2.2 Dynamic Values

The semantics of VIR relies upon the domain of dynamic values that the language can manipulate. The core of these dynamic values are the so-called defined values.

$$dv \in \mathcal{V} ::= \text{none} \mid i \mid g \mid a \mid \text{[list} (\mathcal{V})]\mid \text{poison}$$

The void value, none, is a placeholder for operations with no meaningful return values. VIR supports 1, 8, 32 and 64 bit integers, but in this paper we only consider 64-bit integers ($i$) and 1-bit integers ($g$). Memory addresses ($a$) are given an abstract type $\text{Addr}$ to allow for plugging memory models with different pointer representations into our semantics, a feature facilitated by the modularity of our semantics—Section 4.3 describes the implementation of our main memory model. VIR supports all of LLVM IR’s structured values, but for simplicity we present only arrays, noted as $[\_]$. Infamously, LLVM IR supports poisoned values (poison) representing a deferred undefined behavior [Lee et al. 2017]. Deferred UB is instrumental for aggressive optimizations, but a semantic subtlety. The poison value is a tainting mark: it propagates to all values that depend on it, so equations such as poison + poison $\equiv 2 \ast$ poison $\equiv$ poison hold true. Although accounting for poison entails numerous semantic peculiarities, poison is modeled as its own defined value.

In contrast, the undef $\tau$ value, a different model for deferred undefined behaviors supported by LLVM IR, admits a set semantics, representing all defined values of a given type $\tau$. Operations that need to know the specific defined value at play behave non-deterministically over the set of values when acting upon undef. However, “reading” the same instance of an undef $\tau$ value twice is not guaranteed to return the same value: undef$_{i64}$ + undef$_{i64}$ $\equiv$ undef$_{i64}$ holds true, but undef$_{i64}$ + undef$_{i64}$ $\neq 2 \ast$ undef$_{i64}$ is an inequality, as the right hand side cannot be odd.

To account for these peculiarities, we introduce under-defined values ($uv$):

$$uv \in \mathcal{V}_u ::= \uparrow \mathcal{V} \mid \text{undef}_\tau \mid \text{op} \mathcal{V}_u \mathcal{V}_u$$

Under-defined values are a superset of defined values—we write $\uparrow$ for the corresponding injection—but they also contain the special value undef $\tau$ (we omit the subscript $\tau$ when the type is unimportant). Extending the semantics of arithmetic operations to a set interpretation of undef $\tau$ would prevent us from interpreting two successive “reads” to an under-defined value differently. Instead, we can manipulate “symbolic” values built from any supported VIR arithmetic operator over $\mathcal{V}_u$.

---

3We use CompCert’s finite integers in our development.
3 INTERACTION TREES: BACKGROUND

Interaction Trees [Xia et al. 2020] (ITrees) are a data structure that represents effectful and potentially divergent computations. ITrees let us define (in Coq) domains for building compositional (denotational) semantics of languages; they modularize the effects of such a semantics while still retaining executability.

Formally, the type \( \text{itree} \ E \ R \) is a coinductive variant of the free monad, parameterized by a set of events \( E \) of kind \( \text{Type} \rightarrow \text{Type} \) and a return type \( R \). Events characterize the impure interactions of a computation with its environment, and each event of type \( E \ A \) carries with it the response type \( A \) expected from the environment. ITrees computations can be constructed by: (1) \( \text{ret} \ r \), returning a pure value of type \( R \), (2) a silent step, represented as \( \text{tau} \ t \), where \( t \) is the rest of the computation, or (3) a visible event \( e \) followed by the continuation \( k \), given by \( \text{vis} \ e \ k \). In this last case, \( k : A \rightarrow \text{itree} \ E \ R \) is a function of the value (of answer type \( A \)) returned by the environment in response to the event.

As a Coq library, ITrees come with a rich equational theory of equivalences up-to-tau, i.e. up-to the weak bisimulation that observes the uninterpreted events performed by the computations, the pure values they returned, and their potential divergence. This notion of weak equivalence is central to the verification of correctness of program transformations, as described in Section 5.

Compositional Semantic Combinators. ITrees are monads and they support rich fixed point combinators, allowing for compositional definitions of a wide range of semantics. We write \( \text{ret} \ r \) for the pure monadic “return” operation; the \( \text{bind} \) operator composes two ITrees sequentially. We write \( x \leftarrow t \Downarrow k(x) \) for bind \( t \ (\lambda x. k(x)) \). The trigger \( e \) operator, defined by \( \text{trigger} \ e \triangleq \text{vis} \ e \ (\lambda x. \text{ret} \ x) \) invokes the event \( e \), yielding the answer from the environment.

The event signatures used by ITrees compose—a feature we exploit heavily in VIR. Given two event type \( E \) and \( F \), we can form their disjoint union \( E \uplus F \). Intuitively, an ITree of type \( \text{itree}(E \uplus F) \ R \) can trigger events from either \( E \) or \( F \).

Fixed-point combinators allow for modeling loops and recursive programs. The \( \text{iter} \) combinator allows for conveniently modeling iteration and tail recursive calls. Consider its type: \( \text{iter} \ (\text{body} : A \rightarrow \text{itree} \ E \ (A \uplus B)) : A \rightarrow \text{itree} \ E \ B \). Here, \( A \) can be thought of as the type of an accumulator parameterizing the body of the iterator. Executing the body may result in either a new accumulator value which signals that the body should be executed again, or in a value of type \( B \), signaling that the iteration has terminated. For non-tail-recursive calls, ITrees support a general combinator for mutually recursive computations, \( \text{mrec} \ (\text{defs} : D \leadsto \text{itree} \ (D \uplus E)) : D \leadsto \text{itree} \ E \),\footnote{We use \( E \leadsto M \) for the polymorphic type \( \forall \alpha, E \alpha \rightarrow M \alpha \) and leave most instantiations of the type parameter implicit.} where a \( D \) event represents a call to one of the mutually defined functions whose behaviors are given by \( \text{defs} \). Besides recursive calls in \( D \), the functions might trigger other events, \( E \). The \( \text{mrec} \) combinator ties the recursive knot and returns computations only interacting through \( E \).

Modular Semantics through Event Handlers. ITrees enable a modular semantics because they can define impure computations while remaining agnostic about the implementation of events. The first phase of our semantics denotes a VIR program as such an uninterpreted tree (see Section 4.2).

Each event interface \( E \) can also be associated with a \textit{handler} of type \( E \leadsto M \) that implements the effects of \( E \) via operations in a monad \( M \). Handlers may be lifted to monadic interpreters [Steele 1994] of interaction trees, which fold over a tree, embedding the whole computation into \( M \), so: \( \text{interp} \ (h : E \leadsto M) : \text{itree} \ E \leadsto M \). Importantly, since ITrees themselves form a monad, we do not have to interpret the whole interface at once: for instance, the state monad transformer \( \text{StateT} \ S \) allows us to interpret the state events \( \text{StE}_S \) of an ITree of type \( \text{itree}(E \uplus \text{StE}_S \uplus F) \ A \) into \( \text{StateT} S \ (\text{itree} \ (E \uplus F)) \ A \)—the state events are interpreted in isolation.
The VIR semantics is organized as stages of interpretation, exploiting modularity (see Section 4.3).

Executable Semantics through Coq Extraction. Lastly, ITrees are executable: they can be extracted to OCaml in order to be run. We exploit this property to derive the reference interpreter for LLVM described in Section 7.

4 A MODULAR LLVM SEMANTICS

The toolbox provided by ITrees suggests a methodology for building denotational domains for a wide variety of programming languages. Given a syntax \( \text{Lang} \), we proceed in three steps:

1. Identify the events \( E \) a program \( p \in \text{Lang} \) may trigger;
2. By induction on \( \text{Lang} \), use the ITree combinators to compute a representation of programs as elements of \( \text{iTree} E A \), where \( A \) is an appropriate result type;
3. Define a handler for each family of events in \( E \) and use those to interpret the result of step 2.

The first step identifies the effects that programs in \( \text{Lang} \) may have, and abstracts them via a typed interface of events. The second step internalizes the control-flow and the potential divergence of \( \text{Lang} \). The last step breathes life into the modular semantics, giving each event meaning, and completes the picture by combining these interpretations of effects.

This section applies this recipe to build our formal model of VIR. We inventory VIR’s effects in Section 4.1 and derive from it the sets of events we manipulate. Section 4.2 describes how to represent each syntactic piece of VIR as an interaction tree, building up to the representation of \( \text{mcfgs} \). Section 4.3 defines the concrete semantics of each category of effects through the definition of the handler for their corresponding events. Finally, Section 4.4 ties every component together and tackles the initialization of the memory to obtain the complete semantic model of VIR.

4.1 An Inventory of LLVM’s Events

Figure 2 depicts the eleven categories of events that can be triggered by a VIR program. At this point we specify the types of the events, which constrain the types of the handlers that will concretely implement their semantics.

Global state and local state events, \( G \) and \( L \) respectively, describe reads and writes to the global and local environments. The global environment is a read-only map that sends global identifiers to their corresponding memory addresses, and is written to only at its initialization. In contrast, the local environment represents stack frames for function calls, and is mutated throughout execution.

Local stack events, \( S_L \), provide a fresh local environment for each function call. The \( \text{LPush}(\cdot) \) event pushes a fresh local environment initialized with an association list of variables to \( \mathcal{V}_u \), the
arguments passed to the function. The LPop event pops the stack frame when a function returns. Separating \( L \) and \( S_L \) into two distinct domains of events allows for the denotation of functions to be oblivious to the existence of this stack of states, as will become apparent in Section 4.3.

Memory events, \( M \), are richer. A program can \( \text{MPush}(\cdot) \) or \( \text{MPop}(\cdot) \) a (memory) frame within which new storage can be dynamically allocated via the \( \text{Alloca}^V(\tau) \) event. Memory cells can be accessed via \( \text{Store}^V(a, d) \) and \( \text{Load}^V(\tau, l) \). Note that our model stores defined values in memory, but loads may return undefined ones (e.g. if an allocated, but uninitialized cell is read). \( \text{GEP}^V(\tau, d_0, d_0) \) computes a pointer within an aggregate structure. Finally, pointer–integer casts, \( \text{PtoI}^V(a) \), and, reciprocally, \( \text{ItoP}^V(i) \), are supported.

VIR supports internal calls, external calls, and calls to “intrinsics.” Internal calls, \( C \), should be the result of the denotation of the corresponding function: it can therefore return any \( V_u \). External calls, \( C_E \), are not resolved internally—they model invocations of OS or library code—and can be implemented by any external means: they only process and return defined values in \( V \). Intrinsics are LLVM’s mechanism for lightweight language extensions: their names and semantics are standardized, but their addresses cannot be taken. VIR’s semantics is parameterized by an extensible set of supported intrinsics modeled by events of type \( I \).

LLVM IR is a non-deterministic language. The VIR semantics implements the undefined value \( \text{undef}_V \) (recall Section 2.2), by manipulating the symbolic under-defined values, \( V_u \), as long as possible. When the computation nonetheless reaches a point requiring a uniquely determined \( V \), an oracle, modeled by \( \text{Pick}^V(u) \in P \) events, is invoked to choose a defined value.

A second source of non-determinism comes from undefined behaviors, which represent exceptional circumstances. If execution leads to undefined behavior, the LLVM semantics says that any behavior may substitute for this execution. \(^5\) Semantically, this means that we need an event to which we can give any meaning; this polymorphism is achieved through an event, \( \text{UB}^0 \in U \), whose returned type is void. We write \( \text{raiseUB} \) for the polymorphic triggering of \( \text{UB}^0 \).

Finally, \( \text{Throw}^0 \in F \) and \( \text{Debug}^{(1)}(m) \in D \) respectively express dynamic errors and dynamic debug messages. We write \( \text{fail} \) for the polymorphic triggering of \( \text{Throw}^0 \).

4.2 Representing VIR Programs as Interaction Trees

The second step of denotation consists of representing the syntax of VIR as an ITree acting over an interface built from the previously described events. More specifically, let us define the top-level interface for LLVM programs:

\[
\text{virE} \equiv \mathcal{C} \oplus I \oplus G \oplus (\mathcal{S}_L \oplus L) \oplus M \oplus P \oplus U \oplus D \oplus F
\]

The main purpose of this section is hence to define a function

\[
[p]_{\text{mcfg}} (\tau : \text{dtyp} (f : \mathcal{V}) (\text{args} : \text{list} (\mathcal{V})) : \text{itree virE} V_u
\]

which, given a \( \text{mcfg} p \), a return type \( \tau \), the address of the starting function \( f \), and a list of arguments \( \text{args} \), internalizes the semantics into a single ITree over the virE interface.

The definition of \([\_]_{\text{mcfg}} \) directly follows the structure of the syntax. In particular, our approach allows us to easily define the meaning of each syntactic sub-component in complete autonomy, which is a key feature to enable compositional reasoning about the resulting semantics.

---

\(^5\)The semantics may interpret an undefined behavior as any computation, but may not alter the past.
Expressions. Expressions are naturally represented as ITrees that return values $u \in \mathcal{V}_u$. The representation function, defined inductively over the syntax, is given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\emptyset \mapsto {} & \text{trg} \quad (\text{Lrd}^{\mathcal{V}_u}(i)) \\
\emptyset \mapsto \text{id} & \quad (\text{do} \leftarrow \text{trg}(\text{GRd}^{\mathcal{V}}(i)); \text{ret}(\uparrow \text{do})) \\
\{e_1 + e_2\} & \quad (u_1 \leftarrow \{e_1\}; u_2 \leftarrow \{e_2\}; \text{ret}(u_1 \oplus u_2)) \\
\{e_1/e_2\} & \quad (u_1 \leftarrow \{e_1\}; u_2 \leftarrow \{e_2\}; \\
& \quad \text{do} \leftarrow \text{pick}(u_2); u_1 \odot do)
\end{align*}
\]

The meaning of a local variable $\%i$ is a computation with the effect of accessing the local environment to retrieve the value associated to $i$. Thus, at this stage, it is represented by triggering the Lrd$^{\mathcal{V}_u}(i)$ event, whose return type is precisely $\mathcal{V}_u$; once interpreted, this small interaction tree will return a value of the correct type. A global variable $\@i$ has a similar representation: it triggers the corresponding GRd$^{\mathcal{V}}(i)$ event, whose return type is statically guaranteed to contain defined values. We bind the triggered result to $dv \in \mathcal{V}$ and inject this bound value into the domain of under-defined values.

Binary operations, like the addition of integers, are represented by taking the ITree representation of each subexpression $e_1$ and $e_2$, binding the results of these computations to $u_1, u_2 \in \mathcal{V}_u$ respectively, and then performing the basic operation on $u_1$ and $u_2$ and returning the result. Division, however, is more complex because division by 0 is undefined behavior. If the denominator is an under-defined value, we will need to pick a valid concretization, $dv \in \mathcal{V}$. We use pick for this purpose, which either injects the denominator into $\mathcal{V}$ if it is already concrete, or triggers a $\text{Pick}^{\mathcal{V}}(u_2)$ event that acts as an oracle for concretizing $\mathcal{V}_u$ values. Note that the basic operations must account for poison and trigger undefined behavior via raiseUB when division by 0 occurs, as seen in Figure 3.

Instructions. LLVM instructions are represented by a pair $(id, ins)$ of a side-effectful instruction $ins$ and an identifier $id$ destined to receive the result of the operation. Their representation function builds upon $\llbracket \_ \rrbracket_e$, as defined in Figure 4.

Representing an operation $(id, e)$ reduces to calling $\llbracket e \rrbracket_e$ and binding its result with the trigger of the local write LWr$^{\mathcal{V}}(id, \text{ua})$. Memory operations require extra care. Consider $\text{load}(\tau, e)$, that reads from an address expression $e$ of type $\tau$. The address $ua$ resulting from $\llbracket e \rrbracket_e$ should be used to trigger the appropriate memory event. However the memory model can be indexed only by defined memory addresses, and stores defined values. We therefore resolve any under-definedness in $ua$ by picking a valid concretization, $da \in \mathcal{V}$, of the under-defined value. After getting the concrete address, we need to take care of one last subtlety: defined values can be poisoned, and attempting to load from such an address is an undefined behavior. This can be handled with a simple case analysis on the $\mathcal{V}$, which raises a $\mathcal{U}$ event if the $\mathcal{V}$ is poison. Stores and allocations follow a similar pattern.

We next turn to call instructions. The distinction between internal and external calls is a property of the ambient $mcfg$, and is not relevant to individual $cfg$s. They are hence both represented as a $\text{Call}^{\mathcal{V}}(\_ \_ \_ \_)$ event at the level of instructions, and will be distinguished at the level of $mcfg$s, as described at the end of this section. In contrast, the list of supported intrinsics is a parameter of our semantics; they can always be resolved statically. Hence, a $\text{call}(f, \text{args})$ instruction is represented by first sequentially interpreting the list of arguments (args) using a monadic map, $\text{map}$. If the function is an intrinsic, arguments are concretized to defined values and passed to the dedicated $I$ event. Otherwise, the address of the function is retrieved from its name and passed to a call event. In both cases, the resulting value is bound to the associated local variable $id$, as usual.

Denoting straight line code, $\llbracket \_ \rrbracket_e$, simply sequences the denotation of its instructions using $\text{map}$. 

Fig. 4. Denoting instructions as ITrees

Terminators. Terminators either return the identity of the next block to be evaluated, or signal the end of the current function call by returning a value. This dichotomy is reflected in the ITree’s return type, a disjoint sum of block identifiers and under-defined values (see below). The representation is otherwise as expected: return \((e)\) evaluates \(e\) and returns its right injection. A branch \((e, b_l, b_r)\) evaluates \(e\) and performs a case analysis on its result. In the first case, the result is a 1-bit integer, and the value is treated as a boolean to decide which branch to take and thus a block identifier is returned. Branching on a poisoned value is considered an undefined behavior, so a \texttt{raiseUB} is returned. All other cases are considered erroneous.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{return}(e) & \equiv \text{\texttt{ua}} \leftarrow \llbracket e \rrbracket_e ; \text{\texttt{match do with}} \\
\text{\texttt{branch}(e, b_l, b_r)} & \equiv \text{\texttt{ua}} \leftarrow \llbracket e \rrbracket_e ; \text{\texttt{do}} \leftarrow \text{\texttt{pick(ua)}} ; \text{\texttt{match do with}} \\
& \quad \text{\texttt{| poison \Rightarrow raiseUB}} \\
& \quad \text{\texttt{| \_ \Rightarrow trigger(Store^l(da,do))}}
\end{align*}
\]

Control-flow graphs. We next consider the representation of VIR functions, \textit{i.e.}, of \texttt{cfg}s. More generally, we want to be able to denote \textit{open} functions—a subgraph of mutually referential, labeled control-flow-graph blocks that might refer to block labels not in the subgraph—in order to reason compositionally about them. Therefore, we define the representation of a list of blocks: \([\texttt{bks}]_{\texttt{bks}}(b_f, b_s)\) as a function that takes as an argument the label \(b_s\) of the source block at which to start the computation, as well as the label \(b_f\) of the block visited last. This function loops, using the \texttt{iter} operator (see Section 3) combinator to resolve the control flow of the mutual references among the blocks, until it either finds a return statement, or computes the label of a block that does not belong to the sub-control flow graph.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\texttt{iter body}} & \equiv \text{\texttt{try bks}} \leftarrow \text{\texttt{bks [b_s] with ret (inr (inl (b_f, b_s))) in}} \\
& \quad \text{\texttt{res \leftarrow ([bks,(\Phi)]_{\Phi}^1 \; ; \; [bks,(c)]_c \; ; \; [bks,(t)]_t) with ret with}} \\
& \quad \text{\texttt{| inr do \Rightarrow ret (inr (do))}} \\
& \quad \text{\texttt{| inl b_l \Rightarrow ret (inl (b_l, b_r))}}
\end{align*}
\]

Above, we write \texttt{try x \leftarrow mo with t in k} to bind the content of an option value, \texttt{mo} to \(x\) in \(k\) if it is a \texttt{Some} constructor, and return \(t\) otherwise. When the partiality is simply internalized in the tree, we also abbreviate \(x \leftarrow \text{\texttt{mo}}\) in \(k\) for \texttt{try x \leftarrow \text{\texttt{mo}} with \text{\texttt{fail}} in k}.
One wrinkle is that we need to account for Φ–nodes, which assign to local variables based on the label of the previously visited block. Additionally, all Φ–nodes need to be executed “in parallel”, due to cycles in the control flow graph allowing for the right-hand side expressions to depend on the (previous) values of variables being assigned. Thus, given the label bid_f of the previously visited block, we can represent the computation returning the value to be bound at a given Φ–node:

$$[[\text{id}, \Phi(\text{args})]]^{\text{bid}_f}_{\Phi} = \text{op} \leftarrow \text{args[\text{bid}_f]} \text{ in uw } \leftarrow [[\text{op}]]_{\Phi} ;; \text{ret (id, uw)}$$

A list of Φ–nodes then retrieves the association list of identifiers to under-defined values, before performing the writes.

$$[[\Phi_5]]^{\text{bid}_f}_{\Phi_5} = \text{dos } \leftarrow \text{mapm ([]}^{\text{bid}_f}_{\Phi} \text{)} \Phi_5 ;;$$
$$\text{mapm (}\lambda (\text{id}, \text{dv})). \text{trigger (\text{LWt}()) (id, dv)}) \text{ dos}$$

$$[[\text{cfg}]]_{\text{cfg}} = \text{r } \leftarrow [[\text{cfg.(body)}]]_{\text{bks}} (\cdot, \text{cfg.(entry)}) ;;$$
$$\text{match } r \text{ with}$$
$$| \text{inr uw } \Rightarrow \text{ret uw}$$
$$| \text{inl bid } \Rightarrow \text{fail}$$

Defining the representation of a closed cfg (right) is simply a matter of representing its blocks and interpreting a final label as an error (an invalid jump). 6

Mutually Recursive Control-Flow Graphs. Lastly, we represent mcfgs, i.e. sets of mutually recursive cfgs. The main task is tying the recursive knot of function calls, similar to the cfg blocks. However, the iter combinator falls short this time: calls are not necessarily tail recursive. We therefore rely on a more general mrec combinator, to tie the knot for us by dynamically unrolling function calls. Conveniently, LLVM IR is a first order language: all (internal) functions are defined at the top-level, as part of the mcfg. We can therefore statically know their global identifiers, and build an association list 7 of type fundefs : list (V * (list (V_0) → itree virE V_0)) mapping each function address to its ITree representation. As shown below, the body passed to mrec can therefore simply query this list to know if the function being called is internal, in which case it returns its representation. Otherwise, it triggers back the call, this time explicitly classified as external. As alluded to in Section 4.1,

$$[[\text{mcfg}]]_{\text{mcfg}} \text{ fundefs f args } = \text{mrec body (Call}^{V_\nu}(f, \text{args}))$$
$$\text{body (Call}^{V_\nu}(\text{uf}, \text{args})) =$$
$$\text{df } \leftarrow \text{pick(uf) ;;}$$
$$\text{match fundefs [df] with}$$
$$| \text{Some } f \_\text{den } \Rightarrow f \_\text{den (args)}$$
$$| \text{None } \Rightarrow \text{dargs } \leftarrow \text{mapm (}\lambda \text{uv . pick(v)) args ;;}$$
$$\text{trigger (Call}^{V}_\nu(\text{uf}, \text{dargs}))$$

4.3 Handling Events

Section 4.2 introduced a compositional representation of VIR in terms of ITrees. The effects captured by the events contained in these trees do not have a presupposed implementation: we now define their meaning in a modular way through independent handlers.

As shown in Figure 5, the full VIR semantic model is given by a “tower of interpreters” which interpret events to different levels. Level 0 corresponds to the uninterpreted ITree. Each subsequent level handles some events using an appropriate instance of interp. For example, the interpreter from Level 0 to Level 1 handles intrinsic events only, whereas by Level 2 both intrinsic events and global events have been handled. As will be developed in Section 5, we want to be able to

6 Note that it is safe to provide a “dummy” origin block as LLVM IR explicitly prohibits entry blocks of functions to contain Φ–nodes.

7 Constructing this list happens when initializing the global, top-level state. See Section 4.4.
The handler for intrinsics looks up the name, and runs the semantic function on the arguments, events. This “plug-and-play” aspect makes it easier to experiment with semantic features, such as defined by a map associating each name to a semantic function of type \( \text{intrinsics} \). Such intrinsics are extended by new “primitive” arithmetic operations. The handlers for pick events are re-triggered, allowing downstream interpreters to handle it. For instance, the memory handler handles the memset intrinsics.

establish that a program \( p_1 \) refines a program \( p_2 \) in the simplest monad allowing the refinement to be established.

A second major benefit of using handlers is the ability to use different handlers for the same events. This “plug-and-play” aspect makes it easier to experiment with semantic features, such as alternate memory models. We also make crucial use of this feature to define both the full VIR semantic model (the left path through Figure 5) and an executable VIR interpreter (the right path). As explained below, the model accounts for nondeterminism in the VIR semantics by interpreting some events propositionally (i.e., into sets characterized by Coq predicates), making them suitable for specification but not extraction, whereas the executable interpreter concretizes the nondeterminism, which is useful for testing and debugging. The two semantics share most of the interpretation levels, allowing us to easily prove that the implementation refines the model (see Section 5).

The following subsections discuss the successive handlers for VIR’s events. Most of them target state monads, of which the memory model is the most complex. The handlers for pick events \( \mathcal{P} \) and undefined behaviors \( \mathcal{U} \) target the propositional \( \mathcal{E} \) monad of “propositional sets of computations.”

**I: Intrinsics.** VIR, like LLVM, supports intrinsic functions that extend its core semantics (for instance to allow for the implementation of new “primitive” arithmetic operations). Such intrinsics are defined by a map associating each name to a semantic function of type \( \text{intrinsics} \). A pure Coq function that takes a list of \( \mathcal{V} \)'s and produces either an error or a \( \mathcal{V} \) as a result. The handler for intrinsics looks up the name, and runs the semantic function on the arguments, returning the result (or raising an error if it fails).

---

**G**: Globals. Global variables in VIR are given by a state monad that acts on a map \( env \) of type \( EnvG \) from identifiers to pointers. Handling globals simply involves converting \( \mathit{GRd}^V(k) \) and \( \mathit{GWr}^V(k, v) \) events into lookups and insertions into this map, respectively. The map \( env \) is constructed at initialization time and is constant thereafter.

**L**: Locals. Local variables are handled analogously to globals, \( L \) events being implemented w.r.t. a map of type \( EnvL \). The scope of local variables will be handled by \( S_L \) events.

**S_L**: Stack. \( S_L \) stack events are triggered when calling a function and returning from a function. These \( S_L \) events, \( \mathit{LPush}^V(a, v) \) and \( \mathit{LPop}^V \), set up the local environment containing the functions arguments and pop this environment on function return, respectively. Local variables from an enclosing scope in VIR are not accessible within the current scope, and so this stack of environments can simply be a list of unrelated mappings from identifiers to values.

**M**: Memory. The handler for VIR’s memory events is far more complex than the handlers described above. Lack of space prohibits us from describing it in full detail. The VIR implementation is closest to the quasi-concrete model proposed by Kang, et al. [Kang et al. 2015]. Briefly, the quasi-concrete model has a “logical” memory, represented by an integer map to blocks, where each block is an integer map to symbolic bytes that contain actual bytes or representation information, including the possibility of undefinedness. Logical addresses are represented as a pair of integers; the first being the index in the map of blocks, and the second representing the offset of the first byte of the value within the block. \( M \) events are handled by interpreting them into a state monad containing this map of logical blocks, as well as a list of stack frames.

\( \mathit{Alloca}^V(\tau) \) allocates a new empty block with a size matching \( \tau \) to the current stack frame. \( \mathit{Store}^V(a, v) \) serializes \( v \) into symbolic bytes, storing them at address \( a \) in memory, and triggering failure if \( a \) is not allocated. \( \mathit{Load}^V(a, v) \) deserializes the symbolic bytes stored at \( a \) in memory, also failing on unallocated addresses. The \( \mathit{GEP}^V(\tau, d\omega, \omega s) \) event implements LLVM’s \( \text{getelementptr} \) instruction, which is used for indexing into aggregate data structures, where \( \tau \) is the type of the structure, \( d\omega \) is the base address of the structure, and \( \omega s \) is a list of indices. The final two \( M \) events are \( \mathit{PtoI}^V(a) \) and \( \mathit{ItoP}^V(a) \), which represent pointer-to-integer and integer-to-pointer casts respectively. To properly handle these casts the model also contains a “concrete” memory, giving concretized blocks (i.e., blocks referenced by a pointer has been cast to an integer) a concrete address that can be converted to an integer. Pointer values remain “logical” until they participate in a cast instruction.

This memory model, though sound, is a source of misalignment between our semantics and LLVM IR’s semantics. Indeed, as described previously, we have taken care of introducing undefined values in order to make sure that successive reads to an instance of \( \text{undef} \) could lead to different results: it behaves as a random variable. However, this memory model is only able to store a defined value: it collapses the non-determinism via the \( \mathit{Pick}^V( \_ ) \) event when interacting with the memory. This behavior prevents proving the correctness of certain optimizations, such as store forwarding. Other proposed memory models, such as the “twin allocation semantics” by Lee et al. [Lee et al. 2018] permit store forwarding, but prohibit other desirable optimizations (such as dead allocation elimination). It remains an open research question how best to fully model the LLVM’s complex memory semantics, but the modularity of our handlers should make it easier to adapt VIR as the technology improves.

**P**: Pick. When implementing the handlers for a \( \mathit{Pick}^V(u) \) event, which resolve nondeterminism, there is a bifurcation: The “true” semantic model, which aims to capture all the legal behaviors, uses a handler that interprets behaviors into a monad \( \mathit{propT}E \) \( \triangleq \mathit{itreel}EA \rightarrow \mathbb{P} \). This monad represents sets of ITrees as Coq predicates, allowing us to use logical quantifiers to express the allowable
nondeterministic behaviors. On the other hand, for executable versions of the VIR semantics, we can use any handler that implements one of the allowable behaviors, but provides a way to run VIR programs. We will see in Section 5 that we can prove that a (good) executable interpreter refines the model. Here, we just define the handlers themselves.

The \( \mathcal{P} \) handler for the semantic model is shown below:

\[
\text{model\_handle}_{\mathcal{P}} \text{ Pick}^V(u): \text{propT}_{\mathcal{E}} \ \mathcal{V} = \{ t \mid \begin{cases} t \approx \text{fail} & [u]_C = \emptyset \\ t \approx \text{ret} v & dv \in [u]_C \land dv \neq \text{poison} \\ t \approx \text{raiseUB} & dv \in [u]_C \land dv = \text{poison} \end{cases} \}
\]

Here, "\( \approx \)" stands for ITree equivalence. The set \([u]_C\) denotes all possible defined values corresponding to \( u \). For example, we have \([2/\text{undef}_{164}]_C = \{2, 1, 0, \text{poison}\}\) because \( /0 = 1, /1 = 2, 2/0 = \text{poison} \), and \( 2/n = 0 \) for all other (unsigned) \( n \). Thus, handling \( \text{Pick}^V(2/\text{undef}_{164}) \) might trigger undefined behavior or it might yield 0, 1, or 2, nondeterministically. If there are no concreteizations of \( u \), the semantics fails.

Many executable implementations are allowed by this model—they work by “picking” a default value (generally the equivalent of 0 for the given type) for each instance of \( \text{undef} \) in the under-defined expression \( u \) and then evaluating the expression to obtain a defined value.

\[
\text{exec\_handle}_{\mathcal{P}} \text{ Pick}^V(u): \text{propT}_{\mathcal{E}} \ \mathcal{V} = \text{ret default}(u)
\]

\( \mathcal{U} \): Undefined Behavior. VIR represents undefined behavior through \( \mathcal{U} \) events. A \( \mathcal{U} \) event \( \text{UB}^0 \) is triggered whenever undefined behavior is encountered, either directly from the interpretation of the program, as in the case of a store to poison, or less directly through under-defined values and \( \mathcal{P} \) events, such as a division by \( \text{undef} \) as described above. As with \( \mathcal{P} \), there are both propositional and executable handlers.

The \( \text{propT} \) handler is trivial: it permits the set of all ITrees of the appropriate type:

\[
\text{model\_handle}_{\mathcal{U}} \ \text{UB}^0: \text{propT}_{\mathcal{E}} \ \mathcal{V} = \{ t \mid t : \text{itree E}_5 \mathcal{V} \}
\]

An executable semantics is free to do anything at all upon encountering undefined behavior. To aid with debugging, our executable semantics simply fails:

\[
\text{exec\_handle}_{\mathcal{U}} \ \text{UB}^0: \text{propT}_{\mathcal{E}} \ \mathcal{V} = \text{fail}
\]

### 4.4 Stitching the Semantics Together

Having represented our syntax as ITrees, and having defined handlers for each event type, we combine them with \texttt{interp} (see Section 3) to obtain interpreters over complete ITrees as depicted in Figure 5. The order in which we compose these interpreters is chosen to keep “simpler” semantics (such as the pure intrinsics) earlier and delay as far down the chain as possible the introduction of the \( \text{prop} \) monad.

At the top-level, an LLVM program is parsed into a VIR representation containing the declarations of globals\(^9\), the \( \text{mcfg} \), and the name of the main from which to start the execution. The set of internal functions is fixed and known statically, which allows us to build the association list of function addresses to denotations required by \([...\text{mcfg}]\):

\[
\text{main args mcfg} =
\text{genv} \leftarrow \text{build\_global\_env} (\text{prog}) ;; \\
\text{defns} \leftarrow \text{mapm} (\lambda \text{cfg}: fv \leftarrow \text{trigger} (\text{GRd}^V (\text{cfg}.(\text{entry}))); \\
\text{ret} (fv, \text{[cfg][cfg]})) \text{prog} ;; \\
\text{addr} \leftarrow \text{trigger} (\text{GRd}^V (\text{main}));
\text{[prog][mcfg] defns} (\dagger \text{addr}) \ \text{args}
\]

\(^9\)We elide the details of the initialization of the global environment, keeping \text{build\_global\_env} opaque.
VIR EQUIVALENCES AND REFINEMENT

One of VIR’s primary goals is to serve as a formal semantics suitable for reasoning about LLVM IR code, for verifying optimization passes or the correctness of translations to/from it. We hence require a notion of what it means for an optimization to be correct: we need a refinement relation between LLVM programs. Due to the nondeterminism present in LLVM (e.g. for undef values and undefined behaviors), a single program fragment $p$ may have a set of valid behaviors $\llbracket p \rrbracket$, and any $p'$ such that $\llbracket p \rrbracket \supseteq \llbracket p' \rrbracket$ is a valid refinement of $p$.

In this section, we define appropriate notions of refinement and prove that we can lift refinements at the ITree level to set inclusions at the propositional level. We also establish some powerful general-purpose machinery for working with these refinements, obtaining the correctness of VIR’s executable interpreter with respect to the nondeterministic model as an easy corollary of the correctness of handlers for pick and undefined behaviors. The refinement theory is crucial for reasoning about VIR programs—by lifting the structural equational theory to VIR constructs, we obtain powerful relational reasoning principles suitable to prove correct program transformations and compilers targeting VIR in a compositional fashion.

5.1 ITree Equivalences and Refinement Relations

At the heart of the refinement relations for ITrees is the $t_1 \approx_R t_2$, or $\text{eutt}$ relation, also known as “equivalence up to taus.” Here $t_1 \approx_R t_2$ relates $t_1$ with $t_2$ if these itrees are weakly bisimilar (i.e. they produce the same tree of visible events, ignoring any finite number of Taus) where all values returned along corresponding branches are related by $R$. We omit the definition of $\approx_R$ (see [Xia et al. 2020; Zakowski et al. 2020] for details), instead focusing on its relevant properties. Technically, $\approx_R$ is an equivalence relation only when $R$ is; the usual notion of weak bisimulation is recovered as the instance $\approx_{\text{eq}}$, where the relation is chosen to be Coq’s Leibnitz equality, eq, and we leave off the subscript in this case. The $\approx$ relation plays a particular role in that it can be used as a rewriting rule in any $\approx_R$ goal. When $R$ is a preorder (i.e. reflexive and transitive), so is $\approx_R$, and we can think of this relation as a form of tree refinement; in this case we write $t_1 \succeq_R t_2$ to emphasize the (potential) asymmetry and think of $t_2$ as refining $t_1$.

The ITrees equational theory is defined in terms of $\approx$. Figure 7 shows the key equivalences that allow us to exploit the monadic structure and semantics of interpretations. The general interpreter laws hold for any monad that supports a suitable implementation of the $\text{iter}$ combinator, which includes ITrees and many monads built from them—especially important for the VIR semantics are
The state and propositional monad transformers.\textsuperscript{10} The figure also shows laws specific to ITrees, which explain how Tau and Vis interact with bind. The first of these laws, $(\text{Tau } t) \approx t$, lets us ignore any (finite number) of Tau’s, which is where $\approx$ gets the name “equivalence up to taus” from.

Figure 8 shows (selected) relational reasoning principles that hold for $\approx_R$, for an arbitrary relation $R$. In the case of refinements, the ERET rule establishes the basic relation between values returned by the computation, and reflexivity of $R$ ensures that the computation refines itself. In the ETRANS rule, we write $R_1 \circ R_2$ for relation composition. For refinements, we have $R \circ R = R$ by transitivity, so indeed tree refinement is also transitive. Moreover, ETRANS implies that rewriting with the monad and interpretation laws is sound for refinement: since $\text{eq} \circ R = R = R \circ \text{eq}$ for any relation $R$. This means that we can string refinements and equivalences together to reach a desired conclusion. For instance, from $t_1 \approx t_2 \gtrapprox_R t_3 \gtrapprox_R t_4 \approx t_5$ we can conclude $t_1 \approx R t_5$.

Rule EMON says that monotonicity allows us to prove a stronger refinement relation to establish a weaker one, and EINTERP says that interpretation with respect to the same handler preserves any refinement relation (intuitively, since handlers affect only the visible events of the tree, the leaves remain in the refinement relation). Finally, ECLOBIND (for “relational closure under bind”) says that, to prove that two trees both built from binds are related by refinement, it suffices to find some relation $U$ (which is existentially quantified in this rule) that relates the results of the first parts of the computation and that for any answers related by $U$ that they might produce, the continuations of the bind are in refinement. ECLOBIND plays a crucial role in reasoning about ITrees—we will see in more detail below how it is used.

\section{5.2 Interpretation into $\mathbb{P}$}

Recall that a predicate $S : A \rightarrow \mathbb{P}$ can be thought of as a (propositionally-defined) set of values of type $A$. We write $a \in S$ for the proposition $S a$, which indicates that $a$ is an element of $S$. Similarly, the type $\text{propT}_E A$, defined as $\text{tree } E A \rightarrow \mathbb{P}$, represents a set of ITrees, where we additionally treat set membership modulo $\approx$. We use this type in the VIR semantics to model nondeterminism in the language definition. The type $\text{propT}_E$ is nearly a monad,\textsuperscript{11} where, intuitively, $\text{ret } x$ is the singleton set \{x\} corresponding to a deterministic result, but bind $\text{spec } k_{\text{spec}}$ must take the union over all possible nondeterministic behaviors allowed by $\text{spec}$, when each of those might itself continue via any one of a set of possible behaviors characterized by $k_{\text{spec}}$. The unions are implemented in Coq by existentially quantifying over the possibilities. Formally, we have:

\begin{definition}[propT\textsubscript{E} A operations.]
\begin{itemize}
  \item $\text{ret } (x : A) : \text{propT}_E A = \lambda(t : \text{tree } E A). t \approx \text{ret } x$
\end{itemize}
\end{definition}

\textsuperscript{10}The Coq code uses typeclasses to characterize such monads and to overload $\approx_R$ with suitable notions of refinement.

\textsuperscript{11}All of the expected monad laws hold with respect to equality defined as set equivalence (up to $\approx$), except one direction of bind associativity. This is expected in the presence of nondeterminism [Maillard et al. 2020].
\[\text{bind}(\text{spec}_A : \text{prop}_E A) (k_{\text{spec}} : A \rightarrow \text{prop}_F B) : \text{prop}_F B =
\lambda(t : \text{itree} E B). \exists(t_a : \text{itree} E A) \exists(k : A \rightarrow \text{itree} E B) .\]
\[
t \approx (x \leftarrow t_a ; (k x)) \land t_a \in \text{spec}_A \land
\forall(a : A), (a \in \text{returns} t_a) \Rightarrow (k a) \in (k_{\text{spec}} a)
\]

Here, \(\text{ret}\) lifts a value into the singleton set containing the pure \text{itree} that simply returns the value. The \text{bind} operation is more interesting: the resulting set contains all trees that can be factored into a subtree \(t_a\) satisfying the predicate \(\text{spec}_A\), bound to a continuation \(k\) that maps every answer \(a\) that might be returned by \(t_a\) to a tree satisfying \(k_{\text{spec}} a\). The \text{returns} \(t_a\) predicate is an inductively defined characterization of the set of values that might be returned by the computation \(t_a\), and it is given by the definition below.

**Definition 5.2 (Returns \(t\)).**

\((\text{Returns} \ t) : A \rightarrow \mathbb{P}\) is the smallest set such that

- \(t \approx \text{ret} a \Rightarrow a \in (\text{Returns} \ t)\)
- \(t \approx \text{tau} u \Rightarrow a \in (\text{Returns} \ u) \Rightarrow a \in (\text{Returns} \ t)\)
- \(t \approx \text{vis} e k \Rightarrow \exists(b : B), a \in (\text{Returns} \ (k b)) \Rightarrow a \in (\text{Returns} \ t)\), where \(e : EB\) is an event with response type \(B\).

The key part of its definition says that a value \(a\) is in the set \(\text{returns} (\text{vis} e k)\) if there exists a value \(b\) such that \(a \in \text{returns} (k b)\), in other words, if the continuation \(k\) can return \(a\) for some \(b\). Crucially, \text{returns} \(t_a\) can be a strict subset of values of type \(A\)—for instance it is empty when \(t_a\) (always) diverges. Quantifying over all \(a \in A\), rather than just those that \(t_a\) might yield, is too strong and breaks many expected monad law equivalences.

The semantics of nondeterministic events like \(\text{pick}\) are given by interpretation via a function \(\text{interp}_\text{prop}\) into \(\text{prop}_E A\), which as we saw above, represents a set of \text{ITrees}. This is sufficient for the purposes of defining the semantics, but to prove a refinement relation between two such interpretations, it is convenient to also allow the sets produced by interpreter to be “saturated” by a relation, so we parameterize the type of \(\text{interp}_\text{prop}\) to include a relation \(R\) on the underlying \text{ITree} type and define it as follows:

**Definition 5.3 (interp\_prop).** Let \(h_{\text{spec}} : E \leadsto \text{prop}_E\) be a (propositional) handler and \(R : A \rightarrow B \rightarrow \mathbb{P}\) be a relation, then \(\text{interp}_\text{prop}_R h_{\text{spec}}\) has type \(\text{itree} E A \rightarrow \text{prop}_F B\) and is defined as a coinductive predicate satisfying:

- If \(R(r_1, r_2)\) and \(t_2 \approx \text{ret} r_2\) then \(t_2 \in \text{interp}_\text{prop}_R h_{\text{spec}} \text{ (Ret} r_1)\)
- If \(t_2 \in \text{interp}_\text{prop}_R h_{\text{spec}} t_1\) then \(t_2 \in \text{interp}_\text{prop}_R h_{\text{spec}} \text{ (Tau} t_1)\)
- If \(t_2 \approx (\text{bind} t_c k_2)\) for some \(t_c\) and \(k_2 : C \rightarrow \text{itree} E B\) such that \(t_c \in (h_{\text{spec}} e)\) and \(\forall(c : C), (\text{returns} t_c c) \Rightarrow (k_2 c) \in \text{interp}_\text{prop}_R h_{\text{spec}} (k_1 a)\), then \(t_2 \in \text{interp}_\text{prop}_R h_{\text{spec}} \text{ (Vis} e k_1)\)

This definition of \(\text{interp}_\text{prop}\) satisfies the general interpreter laws in Figure 7. More importantly for reasoning about sets of behaviors is that interpretation “lifts” handlers. First, let us define what it means for a handler \(h\) to satisfy some specification:

**Definition 5.4 (Handler Correctness).** A handler \(h : E \leadsto \text{itree} F\) is correct with respect to a specification \(h_{\text{spec}} : E \leadsto \text{prop} F\), written as \(h \in h_{\text{spec}}\), if and only if \(\forall T e, (h T e) \in h_{\text{spec}} T e\).

Then we prove that interpretation of some tree by a handler \(h\) that is correct with respect to some specification \(h_{\text{spec}}\) yields a computation whose behaviors are among those allowed by the specification. The following lemma follows by straightforward coinduction.

---

12Except that, as for bind associativity, the bind law holds in only one direction, again due to nondeterminism.
We use the ITrees equational theory described above to reason about VIR code. As simple examples, this equivalence, much stronger than the notion of refinement that completely disregards the correctness of rewriting expression $e$ into $f$ can usually be established sound with respect to a strong notion of equivalence: they are bisimilar, and compute exactly the same states, i.e.: $\forall g \mid m, \text{interp}_{\text{vir}}[e]_e g \mid m \approx \text{interp}_{\text{vir}}[f]_e g \mid m$. This equivalence, much stronger than the notion of refinement that completely disregards the computed states (see Section 5.4), can be easily lifted to all contexts without any syntactic conditions about variables in scope. Naturally, this strong equivalence also entails the refinement relation: substitution of $f$ for $e$ is always sound, in any piece of syntax.

While one could always unfold the denotation of a VIR program to systematically use the low level equational theory of the underlying monad, it would quickly be extremely tedious and impractical. Instead, we make all representation functions opaque and provide a high level equational theory to reason directly over the syntax of VIR programs.

The equations pertaining to the denotation of open $cfg$s are of particular interest: we highlight a couple of them in Figure 9. Suppose that we are interested in the semantics of a VIR program $t_1$ over a state $s$, and its local environment $l$. The following equations let us rewrite the expression $\text{interp}_{\text{vir}}[t_1 + \%x]_e(l, g)$, whenever $l(\%x) = 4$ (we have to interpret to $L_3$ to reason about the local environment $l$). Equations of this form let us use rewriting to “execute” the VIR semantics in any refinement proof.

A significantly less trivial property—the proof is fairly tricky and we refer interested readers to the Coq development for details—establishes that the analog of the PropT equality), in which case $\text{interp}_\text{prop} t_1 \approx \text{interp}_\text{prop} t_2$.

With the above results established, our development uses $\text{interp}_\text{prop}$ in two ways. In the definition of the VIR propositional model (see the left path of Figure 5), we use $R = \text{eq}$ (Coq’s equality), in which case $\text{interp}_\text{prop}_\text{eq}$ gives us the desired “sets of ITrees” semantics for modeling nondeterminism. On the other hand, we use Lemma 5.6 to reason about that model—in particular, to establish refinement properties, where we pick $R$ to be nontrivial (see Section 5.4).

5.3 Equational Theory for VIR

We use the ITrees equational theory described above to reason about VIR code. As simple examples, it is easy to prove that $\text{cfg}_2 \cap \text{inputs}(\text{cfg}_1) = \emptyset \to \text{inputs}(\text{cfg}_1)$, and, with a bit more work, that $\text{interp}_\text{vir}[3 + \%x]_e(l, g) \approx \text{interp}_\text{vir}[7]_e(l, g)$ whenever $l(\%x) = 4$ (we have to interpret to $L_3$ to reason about the local environment $l$). Equations of this form let us use rewriting to “execute” the VIR semantics in any refinement proof.

It is a common compiler optimization to perform systematic rewriting of equivalent expressions, often associated with clever mechanisms used to find the optimal sequence of rewriting according to some cost function. Since expressions depend on the state, but (most) do not cause side effects, the correctness of rewriting expression $e$ into $f$ can usually be established sound with respect to a strong notion of equivalence: they are bisimilar, and compute exactly the same states, i.e.: $\forall g \mid m, \text{interp}_\text{vir}[e]_e g \mid m \approx \text{interp}_\text{vir}[f]_e g \mid m$. This equivalence, much stronger than the notion of refinement that completely disregards the computed states (see Section 5.4), can be easily lifted to all contexts without any syntactic conditions about variables in scope. Naturally, this strong equivalence also entails the refinement relation: substitution of $f$ for $e$ is always sound, in any piece of syntax.

While one could always unfold the denotation of a VIR program to systematically use the low level equational theory of the underlying monad, it would quickly be extremely tedious and impractical. Instead, we make all representation functions opaque and provide a high level equational theory to reason directly over the syntax of VIR programs.

The equations pertaining to the denotation of open $cfg$s are of particular interest: we highlight a couple of them in Figure 9. Suppose that we are interested in the semantics of a $cfg$ composed of

\begin{align*}
\text{outputs}(\text{cfg}_2) \cap \text{inputs}(\text{cfg}_1) = \emptyset \to \text{inputs}(\text{cfg}_1) \quad &\text{SubCFG1} \\
\left[ \text{cfg}_1 + \text{cfg}_2 \right]_{\text{bks}} (f, to) \approx \left[ \text{cfg}_2 \right]_{\text{bks}} (f, to) \quad &\text{SubCFG2} \\
\left[ \text{cfg}_1 + \text{cfg}_2 \right]_{\text{bks}} (f, to) \approx \left[ \text{cfg}_2 \right]_{\text{bks}} (f, to) \quad &\text{Flow}
\end{align*}

Fig. 9. Structural VIR equations (excerpt)
two components \( \text{cfg}_1 \) and \( \text{cfg}_2 \). Equation \( \text{SubCFG1} \) allows us to simply disregard \( \text{cfg}_1 \) granted that we syntactically check that we are jumping into \( \text{cfg}_2 \), and that it cannot jump back into \( \text{cfg}_1 \): we can reason about sequence. Similarly, equation \( \text{Flow} \) helps to reason about branches: if \( \text{cfg}_1 \) and \( \text{cfg}_2 \) are (syntactically) completely independent, the semantics of their union is simply the semantics of whichever subgraph we enter. Finally, equation \( \text{SubCFG2} \) states that we can always temporarily forget about \( \text{cfg}_2 \) by starting execution in \( \text{cfg}_1 \) (without \( \text{cfg}_2 \)) and then proceeding afterward with the whole graph in scope.

**Lifting expression equivalence.** The compositionality of the semantics allows us to lift equivalences of sub-components to the context. In general, this process is non-trivial: an optimization eliminating an instruction from a block can naturally only be lifted into a context where the assigned variable is dead. However, compositionality allows us to prove the syntactic conditions on the context under which the substitution is valid once and for all, and reason locally when proving optimizations.

**Reasoning about the control flow in a stateless world: block fusion.** While substitution of equivalent expressions is the canonical example of a local reasoning enabled by compositionality, we prove a simple block fusion optimization to illustrate the benefits from the modularity of the semantics.

The optimization scans a \( \text{cfg} \) until it finds a block \( \text{bk}_s \) such that: (1) \( \text{bk}_s \) has a direct jump to some block \( \text{bk}_t \), (2) \( \text{bk}_t \) admits only \( \text{bk}_s \) for predecessor, (3) \( \text{bk}_s \) and \( \text{bk}_t \) are distinct and (4) \( \text{bk}_s \) has no phi-node. If it finds such a couple, it removes them from the graph, adds their obvious sequential merge, and updates the phi-nodes of the successors of \( \text{bk}_t \) to expect instead a jump from \( \text{bk}_s \).

This optimization only modifies the control flow of programs. As a consequence, we can establish the correctness of the transformation without interpreting any event in the graph. Assuming a well-formed graph \( G \)—all block identifiers are unique, and phi-nodes only expect jumps from predecessors—we establish:

\[
\llbracket G \rrbracket_{\text{cfg}} \approx \llbracket \text{fusion_block } G \rrbracket_{\text{cfg}}.
\]

The result is established with no layer of interpretation, abstracting away from the state. Once again, the equivalence can be transported by interpretation all the way to the top-level semantics.

The proof of this result on closed \( \text{cfgs} \) derives from a bisimulation established on open \( \text{cfgs} \). At that level, the post-condition established is not straightforward equality of computed results: the provenance of a jump out of the graph may have been changed by the transformation. This subtlety disappears when specialized over closed graphs, resulting in this simple \( \approx \) relation.

It is worth noting that establishing the simulation for this optimization must be done using an explicit coinductive proof — in contrast to transformations such as loop unrolling for instance. To the best of our knowledge, the axiomatization of the ITree loop iterators is indeed not expressive enough to reason about such fusion because it requires matching two iterations of a body to a single iteration of the body for some values of the accumulator.

### 5.4 VIR Refinements

The refinement machinery defined in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 lets us give a clean semantics to VIR’s underspecified values and undefined behaviors. Moreover, we can straightforwardly define appropriate refinement relations that work at any level of interpretation shown in Figure 5 such that refinement at one level implies refinement at the next. This arrangement means that we can prove the correctness of program transformations at whatever level is most suited to the task.

**Uvalue refinements.** In order to prove refinements between programs we need to know what it means for a value to be a refinement of another in VIR. For concrete values, this is straightforward: refinement is reflexive and anything can refine \( \text{poison} \). However, as we have established, LLVM makes
use of (typed) under-defined values values, which can represent arbitrary (typed) sets of concrete values. The refinement relation is thus given by inclusion between the sets of concrete values that can be represented by a \( \mathcal{V}_u \). At the base case we have \([\text{undef}_\tau]_C = \{ v \mid v \text{ is a concrete value of type } \tau \}\) where the notation \([x]_C\) represents the set of concrete values of \( x \). For instance \([\text{undef}_{64}]_C\) is the set of all 64-bit integers. Since \( \mathcal{V}_u \) contains “delayed” computations like \( 2 \times \text{undef}_{64} \), the sets are nontrivial. In this case, we have that \([2 \times \text{undef}_{64}]_C\) is the set of even 64-bit integers.

**Definition 5.7 (Uvalue refinement).** We say that \( a \in \mathcal{V}_u \) refines \( u \in \mathcal{V}_u \) precisely when \([u]_C \supseteq [a]_C\) and we write \( u \geq a \) for that relation.

Uvalue refinement, namely \( t_1 \approx \tau \geq t_2 \), gives us the base notion of what it means for VIR programs to be related at the structural level \( L_0 \) in which none of the LLVM events have yet been interpreted. Levels 1-4 introduce pieces of state: the compiler has no responsibility to preserve them, as long as programs exhibit the same series of external calls and returns values are related by \( \geq \). Thus, at \( L_1 \) we use the refinement \( t_1 \approx \tau \times \geq \approx t_2 \), where \( \tau \) is the total relation. Each subsequent state interpretation adds another \( \tau \times \) to the relation.

A consequence of \( \text{EInterp} \) is that refinement at a level implies refinement at later levels. For instance, we have:

**Lemma 5.8 (\( L_0 \) to \( L_1 \) refinement).**

For any global state \( g \), if \( t_1 \approx \tau \geq t_2 \) then \((\text{interp} \_\text{global} \ t_1 \ g) \approx \tau \times \geq \approx (\text{interp} \_\text{global} \ t_2 \ g)\).

For \( \mathcal{P} \) and \( \mathcal{U} \), this approach falls short as they lift their events into the \( \text{propT}_E \) monad. We instead use Lemma 5.6 to lift a tree refinement to set inclusion, which gives us the desired definition of top level refinement for VIR programs.

**Soundness of the executable interpreter.** A pleasing—and very useful—consequence of the above refinement lemmas is that it is almost trivial to prove that the executable VIR interpreter’s program behaviors are permitted by the VIR semantics. The following theorem follows directly from Lemma 5.5 by showing that the executable handlers for \( \mathcal{P} \) and \( \mathcal{U} \) are correct with respect to their propositional specifications (which is entirely straightforward, since for \( \mathcal{P} \) the only requirement is that the handler choose a concrete value of the appropriate type and \( \mathcal{U} \) allows any behavior at all).

**Theorem 5.9 (VIR interpreter soundness).** For any program \( p \), \((\text{interpreter} \ p) \in \text{model} \ p\).

### 5.5 Floyd-Hoare-Style Forward Relational Reasoning

From the point of view of reasoning, we can think of the \( R \) of \( \approx_R \) as a relational postcondition satisfied by two bisimilar computations. Heterogeneous relations \( R : A \rightarrow B \rightarrow \mathbb{P} \), which relate ITrees of different return types, are useful when connecting the behaviors of two ITrees, as is typical when reasoning about a compiler’s or program transformation’s correctness—we describe such a case study in Section 6.

In this case we prove \( t_{src} \approx_S T \ t_{tgt} \) for source and target trees that encode their respective semantics. Relation \( ST \) establishes the connection between source and target states, which might be of different types. The general relational properties work together allowing a verification strategy following this recipe: (1) rewrite \( t_{src} \) and \( t_{tgt} \) using the monad laws to normalize the trees by unnesting binds, eliminating \( \tau \)s and “bubbling” triggers and variables to the top; (2) use \( \text{ECloBind} \) to break down the term into simpler pieces that use assumptions about the variable from the environment or lemmas about the triggered event’s handler; (3) conclude by \( \text{ERet} \) or independent lemmas established over the correctness of these smaller pieces.

When working with VIR in particular, we apply the same recipe but change the granularity of our “atomic” computations: we do not bubble up triggers but instead we bubble up denotations.
of individual instruction, keeping their representation opaque and relying on axiomatizations of their behaviors.

Here ECloBind is analogous to the usual “sequencing” rule from Hoare logic, stating that to establish a postcondition $R$, we need to find some intermediate relation $U$ that acts as a postcondition for the first tree. While this relation shares some similarities with the more traditional simulation relation used in backward-simulation-based approaches, it does not have to be global: each application of the ECloBind rule may introduce a different relation, much in the style of Floyd-Hoare forward proof. EInterp allows commuting $\approx_R$ through interpreters.

5.6 Expressing Functional Properties of VIR: a Derived Unary Program Logic

Using $\text{eutt}$, we can express and prove in the same framework the equational theory of VIR, the correctness of VIR to VIR optimizations, or, when used heterogeneously, to prove transformations relating VIR to other languages. When conducting such proofs, $\approx_R$ can be thought as a termination, trace equivalence, sensitive relational program logic, where ECloBind acts as a cut rule.

An important missing aspect is the ability to express (and use in refinement proofs) functional properties of specific programs. To this end, we introduce a unary interpretation of $\text{eutt}$: given $t : \text{itree} E X$ and $P : X \to P$, we write $t \leftrightarrow P \triangleq t \approx (\lambda(x,y)=\Rightarrow P x) t$.

This unary relation inherits from $\text{eutt}$ a sequencing rule, and allows for the combination of postconditions of a same computations with respect to the usual logical combinators. This program logic has a partial correctness interpretation: all finite branches of the tree lead to the postcondition, but some branches may diverge.

We prove that such unary judgments can be established independently and easily invoked during refinement proofs. We derive to this end a new version of the ECloBind rule:

$$
\frac{t_1 \rightarrow Q_1 \quad t_2 \leftrightarrow Q_2 \quad t_1 \approx_U t_2 \quad \forall u_1, u_2, U(u_1, u_2) \Rightarrow Q_1 u_1 \Rightarrow Q_2 u_2 \Rightarrow (k_1 u_1) \approx_R (k_2 u_2)}{(x \leftarrow t_1 ; (k_1 x)) \approx_R (x \leftarrow t_2 ; (k_2 x))}
$$

A semantically simple, but practically crucial example of application of this rule is during the proof of correctness of the block fusion optimization. During the simulation, the semantics of terminators of blocks that are not the fused one are matched one against another trivially—they are the same. However, the correctness of the transformation requires us to prove that we will not jump to the fused block. To do so, we use this unary predicate to prove as a property of the semantics that the denotation of blocks can only return labels that are syntactically in the successors of the block. While this fact is intuitively trivial, establishing it requires a case analysis on the terminator and an explicit processing of its semantics — something that one does not want to inline in a refinement proof.

6 CASE STUDY: HELIX

Besides allowing us to reason about LLVM IR program transformations and to prove the adequacy of the executable interpreter, it is also important that the VIR semantics be usable for applications like compiler correctness proofs. To that end, we have (in a parallel project) verified the correctness of HELIX, a compiler that targets LLVM IR. HELIX synthesizes high-performance implementations of numerical algorithms, providing a certified compiler for a formally-specified DSL [Zaliva and Franchetti 2018; Zaliva and Sozeau 2019; Zaliva et al. 2020]. HELIX is inspired by SPIRAL [Franchetti et al. 2018], an automated program synthesis tool that generates efficient implementations of computational kernels across a variety of platforms.

\[\text{We show that the definition } t \approx_{(\lambda(x,y)=\Rightarrow P x; x=y)} t \text{ is equivalent.}\]
The full details of the verification effort are beyond the scope of this paper, so we refer interested readers to the HELIX repository for more details\(^{15}\). Here we sketch the process of using ITree relational reasoning principles to prove the correctness of the last stage of the compiler, which translates an intermediate language called FHCOL to VIR. Proving the correctness of this translation is an excellent stress test for VIR’s infrastructure, as the languages are significantly different. FHCOL is a highly-specialized, imperative DSL designed to operate on fixed-length vectors of floating-point numbers with a relatively simple memory model, consisting of blocks that directly store 64-bit floating point values, inspired by CompCert’s first memory model [Leroy et al. 2012]. In contrast, VIR is a general-purpose, low-level language, equipped with a more complex memory model, as described in Section 4.3. Furthermore, the compiler from FHCOL, as well as the big-step semantics for FHCOL, were developed independently, and with no prior knowledge of VIR’s semantics.\(^{16}\)

In the remainder of this section, we describe at a high level how the expressiveness of our semantic framework can be leveraged to tackle this problem following the schema shown in Figure 10. The first step is to follow the recipe from Section 4 to define an ITree-based semantics for FHCOL, and prove that this semantics refines the preexisting one. Next, we state the correctness of the translation, using the generality of the heterogeneous relation \(\approx_R\) to relate the completely different memory models involved. Finally, we take advantage of the compositionality of our approach to prove this correctness theorem by straightforward induction on FHCOL’s syntax, following the natural structure of the compiler. The proofs are conducted in the postcondition-driven style described in Section 5.5.

### 6.1 A Sound ITree-Based Semantics for FHCOL

FHCOL is equipped with a big-step operational semantics. As the language is strongly normalizing, the structure of the semantics is relatively simple: given an FHCOL operator \(\text{op}\), an evaluation context \(\sigma\) and an initial memory \(\text{mem}\), \((\text{eval}_{\text{FHCOL}} \text{op} \sigma \text{mem})\) either fails, or returns the final memory. A distinguished pointer \(\text{out}\) is used to contain the vector result of the computation.

We have defined an alternate ITree semantics for FHCOL following VIR’s approach, as described through Section 4, albeit at a smaller scale. An FHCOL operator \(\text{op}\) is represented as an ITree \([\text{op}]_{\text{FHCOL}}\) acting over a HELIX interface of memory and failure events. The memory events are then handled into a state monad over FHCOL’s memory model, similar to the handler from Section 4.3, resulting in an interpretation function \(\text{interp}_\text{mem}\). Finally, we have formally proven that this denotation is a sound refinement of FHCOL’s big-step semantics:

\[
(\text{eval}_{\text{FHCOL}} \text{op} \sigma \text{mem} = \text{Some mem'}) \Rightarrow (\text{interp}_\text{mem} (\{\text{op}\}_\sigma^\text{FHCOL}) \text{mem} \approx_R \text{Ret (mem', tt)})
\]

The proof proceeds by induction over FHCOL’s syntax, leveraging the equational reasoning described in Figure 7. The new semantics is designed to match up with the original, providing the necessary glue to reason in terms of ITrees. The proof is fairly straightforward\(^{17}\), except for the encoding of FHCOL for loops into ITrees’s iterators.

### 6.2 Verification of the FHCOL to VIR Translation

Having ITree representations for FHCOL and VIR, we can now express the correctness of the compiler using the approach developed in Section 5.4. This time, rather than relating one VIR

\(^{15}\)https://github.com/vzaliva/helix

\(^{16}\)For context, HELIX as a whole is roughly 45 kloc. FHCOL itself contains a cumulative total of 11 operators, and 22 built-in functions. The compiler from FHCOL to VIR is over 1 kloc.

\(^{17}\)The complete definition of the new semantics and the proof of its equivalence to big-step semantics is only 843 loc.
program to another, we instead relate a HELIX op to a VIR $cfg$ by interpreting away the different memory events to obtain state-monad transformed ITrees expressible in the same event signatures. On the HELIX side, we write $[\_]_H^\sigma$ for the resulting semantics. On the VIR side we can use $\text{interp_vir}_4([\_]_{cfg})$ because compilation of FHCOL’s operators does not exhibit under-defined values and does not cause undefined behavior, so the equivalence can be established with VIR’s fourth level of interpretation, and we can conveniently reason without introducing the $\text{prop}$ monad.

The theorem below states the core correctness result. It shows that if a HELIX op successfully compiles and is well defined, then running the source op starting from a memory $m_H$ and environment $\sigma$ is equivalent to running the resulting VIR control-flow graph starting in a related VIR memory $m_V$, global environment $g$ and local environment $l$. The invariants also use $s_1$ and $s_2$ to track the set of local variables generated by the compiler and ensure that the local environment is modified only in that set.

**Theorem 6.1 (FHCOL compilation correctness).** If

- $\text{compile}(\text{op}, s_1) = \text{Some} (s_2, \text{in,} cfg)$
- $\text{nofail}([\text{op}]_H^\sigma m_H)$
- $(\text{state_invariant } \sigma s_1 m_H (m_V, (l, g)) \land \text{scoped } \sigma s_1 s_2)$

then $[\text{op}]_H^\sigma m_h \approx_Q \text{interp_vir}_4([\text{cfg}]_{cfg}) (b, \text{in}) g \mid l \mid m_V$ where relation $Q$ is defined such that

$$Q(m'_H, \_)(m'_V, (l', g', \_)) \Rightarrow (\text{state_invariant } \sigma s_2 m'_H (m'_V, (l', g'))) \land \text{ok(out)} \land \text{local_modif } l l' \subseteq [s_1, s_2]$$

The backbone of the proof relies on a complex state_invariant predicate that shows how FHCOL’s notions of memory and evaluation context relates to VIR’s notions of global state, local state, and memory. This invariant is a subset of the simulation invariant we would need to spell out for a backward-simulation-based approach. However, due to the compositionality and modularity of these ITrees-based approaches, we need only focus on the relation between the memories of the both languages. We do not need the typical reasoning about control flow, usually encoded through relations between the respective syntactic terms, or respective program counters.

Furthermore, since we can give meaning to syntactic subcomponents of both FHCOL and VIR, we are able to easily express the correctness of each code-generation function used by the compiler. To do so, we establish similarly that the corresponding denotations are related by $\approx_R$ for $R$ a relation specific to the each case considered and locally strengthening $Q$. The proofs rely crucially on the relational reasoning principles discussed in Section 5.

### 7 REFERENCE INTERPRETER VALIDATION

One big benefit of using ITrees as the basis for our Coq semantics is that we are able to extract an executable reference interpreter. To run VIR code, we use a minimal driver, written in OCaml, that traverses an ITrees generated by the semantics, performing the appropriate action for each event. We already defined executable handlers for the nondeterministic events in Section 4.3 and Section 4.3, but there are still $\mathcal{F}$ (failure) and $\mathcal{C}_E$ (external calls) events that have semantic content. Debug events $\mathcal{D}$ have no semantic content, but we exploit the ability to write event handlers on the OCaml side to allow “printf-style” debugging. The ability to do this for a large Coq formalization is, in our experience, invaluable.

Our development also contains an (unverified) parser from LLVM IR’s surface syntax to VIR’s internal AST, and a pretty printer in the reverse direction. We can hence insert VIR-verified passes into an otherwise unverified compilation chain and interoperate with LLVM IR-native passes.
Testing the interpreter. Executability allows for basic differential testing against another LLVM implementation. The main question is whether our Coq implementation matches the behavior expected for the LLVM IR. Due to the presence of undef, an LLVM IR program might have multiple legal behaviors, but an LLVM implementation (and our interpreter) will produce only one, so we include only deterministic test cases in the test suite. Although our interpreter supports external function calls, for simplicity, we tested only programs that don’t perform IO; we also considered only programs in the subset of LLVM IR covered by VIR semantics.

Unit Tests. We have developed in conjunction with VIR a battery of unit tests. Each test is a standard .ll file containing one or more functions that exercise LLVM IR features and produce numerical outputs. The suite contains 140 total tests, and covers arithmetic operations for various bit-width integers, treatment of poison, control-flow operations, phi-nodes, recursion, memory model, aggregate types, etc. In all cases, our reference interpreter produces the same output as a corresponding executable compiled via llc.18

QuickChick. We have also developed QuickChick generators for VIR programs, allowing us to randomly generate programs to use as test cases. The primary property we wish to test is that the VIR interpreter agrees with LLVM proper. Properties in QuickChick are tested by first extracting the property into an ocaml program, making it straightforward to use our extracted interpreter, and additionally it is possible to use Coq’s extraction mechanism to expose a function that will serialize our VIR program into a .ll file, compile it with clang, and execute it. With this we can perform basic differential testing by comparing the return values from our interpreter and the compiled program, and currently our interpreter agrees across hundreds of generated test cases. At present our QuickChick generators only create fairly straightforward integer programs without loops, but we have demonstrated that it is viable to combine property based testing with the executable interpreter derived from our semantics. We hope to extend this work in the future by generating more interesting programs, but this is beyond the scope of this paper as projects like CSmith[Yang et al. 2011] have demonstrated that this can be a substantial contribution on its own.

HELIX. The HELIX test suite includes eleven tests of varying levels of complexity, obtained by using the verified HELIX compiler described above to produce VIR code. The most complex one calculates a dynamic window monitor for a cyber-physical control system; when compiled it produces 368 lines of LLVM IR code. When run on randomly-generated floating-point vector inputs, our semantics again agrees with that of llc.

Although these tests are undoubtedly incomplete, they provide confidence that the VIR semantics agrees with the LLVM IR on a rich enough set of programs to be usable in practice. Moreover, despite being extracted from a purely functional Coq specification, the reference interpreter performs well: it runs the entire test suite in well under 0.1s.

8 RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION

There is a large literature on formal verification of software artifacts [Ringer et al. 2019]. Here we focus on the works most closely connected to the VIR development.

Verified compilers The CompCert [Leroy 2009] C compiler was a pivotal development in the domain of verified compilation, tackling a real world programming language and nontrivial optimizations formally in the Coq proof assistant [Team 2020]. CompCert’s success has fueled numerous projects aiming to expand upon its results. Examples include the addition of concurrency [Sevcik

18In our tests, we compared against llc LLVM version 11.0.0 compiling for the x86_64-apple-darwin19.6.0 target running on a 2.4 GHz 8-Core Intel Core i9 processor with 32GB ram.
et al. 2013], the support for linking open programs [Patterson and Ahmed 2019; Song et al. 2019], or the preservation of security properties [Barthe et al. 2020]. Others have developed their own infrastructure in order to tackle different languages: the CakeML [Kumar et al. 2014] project has developed a complete verified chain of compilation for ML.

**Compositional verification** CompCert’s original theorem suffered the major restriction of applying only to whole programs, thereby disallowing linking. A rich line of works [Kang et al. 2016; Neis et al. 2015; Song et al. 2019; Stewart et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2019] has sought to relax this restriction via compositional simulation techniques. These works have struck different balances between expressiveness and proof obligations. Patterson and Ahmed [Patterson and Ahmed 2019] have recently proposed a framework allowing to compare these results. Another point of comparison comes from CertiKOS’[Gu et al. 2015, 2018] certified (concurrent) abstraction layers. These layers share many properties with the relational reasoning techniques we describe in Section 5, albeit the connections among such techniques requires further investigations.

**Non-small step approaches** Interaction trees were developed as a general-purpose representation for effectful, interactive, and possibly-divergent code [Xia et al. 2020] and, besides programming language semantics, have been used for specifying network servers[Koh et al. 2019]. One of their distinguishing features is the pervasive use of coinduction, which is crucial to support recursion and iteration, but requires sophisticated proof techniques [Hur et al. 2013; Zakowski et al. 2020]. Leroy and Grall [Leroy and Grall 2009] have experimented with coinduction to model divergence in the operational semantics of a lambda calculus, proving type soundness and verifying a compiler.

Several other exceptions to using relational small-step semantics approach are notable. Chlipala [Chlipala 2010] verifies a compiler for a language shallowly-embedded in Coq. The language in question is total, and hence does not require recursion combinators; nevertheless, this style of semantics admits modular and compositional proof techniques similar to ours. Owens et al. advocate for big-step semantics “akin” to an interpreter [Owens et al. 2016]—they use a “clock” for “fuel” to bound recursion, thereby sidestepping the need for coinduction, but requiring proofs to take the fuel into account via step-indexed logical relations. We take this idea a step further and use a true interpreter, embracing the coinductive structure directly. This means that we can more readily reason equationally about ITrees semantics. The tradeoffs between such step-indexed and coinductive approaches deserve more attention.

**JSCert** The JSCert project [Bodin et al. 2014], which formalizes JavaScript semantics in Coq, uses Charguéraud’s “pretty big step” semantics [Charguéraud 2013]. This approach, like interaction trees, promotes compositionality by allowing the semantics to be defined inductively on the syntax; it also uses coinduction to handle diverging terms. Unlike interaction trees, however, “pretty big step” semantics are still defined relationally. The authors implemented a separate executable version of semantics, JSRef, that is intended to serve as a reference implementation. Nontrivial proof effort (we estimate that it takes several thousand lines of Coq code) is required to prove the correspondence of the JSCert pretty-big step relational specification with the JSRef executable version. The authors write: “We believe that both JSCert and JSRef are necessary: JSCert, unlike JSRef, is well-suited for developing inductive proofs about the semantics of JavaScript; JSRef, unlike JSCert, can be used to run JavaScript programs.” In contrast, we have shown that interaction trees meet both desiderata: they are well suited both for inductive proofs and for executability.

**LLVM and C Semantics** The Vellvm project [Zhao et al. 2012] has focused its attention on LLVM’s intermediate representation and verified complex optimizations over it [Zhao et al. 2013]. The subset of LLVM IR that Vellvm handles is fairly similar to VIR’s, albeit marginally outdated and less rich in features. More importantly, their semantics are radically different: Vellvm relies on a traditional small step relation parameterized by the whole mcfg considered. Proving any transformation of programs changes the mcfg in play and therefore requires to relate two distinct semantics,
which in turn requires heavy invariants. Our approach leads to a significantly cleaner semantics illustrated by the removal of the heavy notion of program counter that Vellvm manipulates.

A number of other projects have formalized various subsets of C [Ellison 2012; Krebbers and Wiedijk 2015; Memarian et al. 2019, 2016], or LLVM IR—such as Crellvm [Kang et al. 2018], K-LLVM [Li and Gunter 2020], and the Alive [Lopes et al. 2015; Menendez and Nagarakatte 2017] projects. The Crellvm project uses the Vellvm semantics internally, so it inherits the same fundamental structure. The K-LLVM framework, implemented in ℗ [Roșu and Şerbânuță 2010], is perhaps the most complete executable semantics for the LLVM IR and has been used for extensive testing. There is some work connecting ℗ specifications to Isabelle/HOL [Li and Gunter 2018], but, to our knowledge, the viability of that approach for formal proofs of, e.g., compiler correctness, remains to be demonstrated.

Alive [Lopes et al. 2015], and its recent successor Alive2 [Lopes et al. 2021], focus on finding bugs in the LLVM IR implementation by using translation validation to check for mis-optimizations. Alive2 is able to run directly on LLVM’s source code, and has demonstrated an impressive efficacy. Although their objective, bug-finding, differs from ours, formal verification, both projects share the need for formalizing parts of LLVM IR’s semantics. One significant difference from our approach is that Alive2 only formalizes LLVM’s semantics implicitly, through the encoding its validator performs to check an optimized program. Moreover, the Alive2 semantics properly avoids collapsing undef’s non-determinism when interacting with the memory mode—contrary to our current memory model—but it under-approximates its semantics elsewhere (per the paper [Lopes et al. 2021], they “only allow an argument to be either fully undef or not undef at all”). Moreover, as far as we can tell, Alive2 does not support pointer-to-integer casts. These approximations are sound for bug-finding, only straying Alive2 farther from completeness, but are incompatible with verification. Those differences aside, Alive2 could be a rich source of test cases for VIR. One challenge is that most of the Alive2 test cases aren’t executable (they are open program fragments before/after optimization), so it is not clear how we can use them in conjunction with VIR semantics. One could state the expected refinement relation between such program fragments as theorems and try to prove them, but finding a more automatic way of using Alive2 tests, perhaps by making them executable by (randomly) instantiating their free variables, would be desirable.

Others have focused their attention more specifically on characterizing the LLVM’s undefined behaviors [Lee et al. 2017] and its concurrency semantics [Chakraborty and Vafeiadis 2017]. Even more specifically, modeling realistic memory models for LLVM is an active area of research in itself [Kang et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2018; Leroy et al. 2012; Mansky et al. 2015], which is closely connected to similar efforts for low-level languages like C [Memarian et al. 2019]. None of these works rely on a mechanized denotational semantics as we do, which constitutes the core of our contribution. Nonetheless, many of these works cover semantic features that VIR does not yet tackle, and as such are major sources of inspirations for the future of VIR. In particular, improving the VIR memory model is an important next step. For example, the memory model presented here does not support storing undef, or, more generally, elements of \( \mathcal{V} \) in the heap, a limitation shared with Vellvm and most of the prior work. This forces the semantics to use a \( \text{Pick}^{\mathcal{V}}() \) event as part of a store operation, which in turn invalidates store-forwarding optimizations (where a load following a store to the same location is replaced by the stored value). There are similar issues with respect to the proper treatment of poison and undef with respect to intrinsics and external function calls, that remain to be resolved. VIR currently models the behaviors of \&GEP and pointer-to-integer casts via interactions with the memory model, a natural model for these constructions as their semantics depends on details about how data is laid out in the heap; however, this also means that proving correctness of program transformations that move or eliminate such operations is nontrivial. For
instance, in addition to the usual requirements about the scopes of program identifiers, one would have to prove that a call to `alloca` doesn’t affect the result of `GEP` in order to move a use of the `GEP` instruction around an `alloca`. The memory model provided in Juneyoung et al. ([Lee et al. 2018]) addresses this issue, ensuring that `GEP` is truly pure, and should hence be part of the design of the future rework for VIR’s memory model. Despite such remaining challenges, we are optimistic that the design of VIR provides the necessary ingredients to model LLVM semantics with higher fidelity—`ITrees` provide the ability to introduce and handle nondeterministic events at various levels of interpretation, and the use of the `propTₐ` monad provides a rich semantic space for describing the allowed behaviors.

LLVM IR’s semantics is complex, but also evolving: subtle interactions between `poison` and `undef` led to a recent proposal ([Lee et al. 2017]) to simplify the under-defined values semantics via a `freeze` instruction, which in VIR affects where `PickV` events occur; it was extremely straightforward to add support for `freeze` to VIR. Similarly, there is ongoing work on a “provenance” mechanism for specifying which pointer-to-integer casts are allowed, which is also subject to change. Maintaining a formal development of the size of VIR with such evolutions is a major challenge that we believe can be mitigated by the modularity of its semantics.

**Executability**  Our use of monadic interpreters based on interaction trees allowed us to get an executable VIR semantics with very little effort, which enabled testing of the semantics early on. As mentioned above, one main contribution of the JSCert project is the proof of correspondence between the specification and a reference implementation. Similarly, both the Vellvm and CompCert projects have spent substantial efforts during their development to define interpreters and prove them equivalent to the relational semantics. Maintaining two artifacts incurs the cost of synchronizing them, which can become especially painful as a language evolves. Any change to the semantics has to be echoed in the interpreter and the proof fixed. With our approach, almost all of the semantics is shared with the interpreter, with the exception of the implementation of the non-deterministic effects of the language.

As a measure of the impact of this design on the part of the development related to the interpreter, we offer an (admittedly) rough comparison with Vellvm, which, as it also aims to formalize LLVM IR, is the Coq development most like VIR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vellvm</th>
<th>VIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(extra) lines of Coq code to define interpreter:</td>
<td>~500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(extra) lines of Coq code to prove refinement:</td>
<td>~1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overhead of verifying the VIR interpreter is significantly smaller; however, Vellvm supports significantly fewer LLVM types and operations than VIR, so the numbers in the Vellvm column would be somewhat larger for a “fairer” comparison. The Vellvm proof that the interpreter refines the semantics proved the result only for a single small step, eliding the coinductive outer reasoning to establish co-termination of the two semantics, something that we get for free. The VIR results are therefore simpler, shorter, and much stronger. With respect to the resulting interpreters, there are also significant differences: The Vellvm semantics (due to its propositional nature) axiomatized properties about global memory and state initialization and, consequently does not extract an executable memory model (it punts to an C implementation), whereas VIR extracts the memory model too—the Vellvm interpreter itself is much less trustworthy than VIR’s.
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